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BIR- HAKEIM - THE "LOST INFERNO"

(From a French War Correspondent)

Western 'Desert, Tuesday

Tattered and begrimed., the French Tricolour with the Lorraine Gross today

hangs proudly over the- desolate little plateau of Bir-Hakeim, where General

Koenig’s fighting maniacs, reduced in numbers hut not in spirit, have repulsed
with severe loss to the enemy the fiercest assault of their 12-day-old siege.

BirHakeim tonight well merits the nickname of the "lost inferno" which

has "been conferred upon it by French soldiers. Scores of derelict tanks

litter the battlefield. Enemy dead are being buried as rapidly as possible,

The "heaviest ever" Axis attack was preceded by an artillery barrage.

Then came waves of infantry, Stukas and. tanks. They drove through barbed wire

and. minefields but were stopped dead by the intense fire of the French, Machine

guns mowed down the infantry, while the 75's hammered the tanks. This fire was'

kept up despite the desperate efforts of German aircraft, which swooped, down

almost to ground, level in order to blast Koenig’s obstinate men from their

positions.

One French gunner keeps up his spirits by muttering; "That’s for Hitler",
"That’s for Goebbels", etc., each time he pumps a shell into an enemy tank.

He is now running short of Nazis, and is reduced, to victimising villains of the

last war - "That’s for Hindenburg", "That’s for the Kaiser", and. so on.

An officer, an immaculate product of Saint-Cyr, the crack French Military

College, insists on shaving at a fixed hour every morning outside his dug-out.
Ho remains imperturbable when bombs or shells f all near him, describing these

interruptions ah "characteristic examples of the Hun’s lack of delicacy".

Some French machine-gunners who,have been at their posts night and day since

the first attacks, and. who for 48 hours wore rationed to a few sips of. water a

day, are annoyed because the enemy does not allow them to play their game of

belote (card game very popular with French soldiers), "We have only had one day
off since the attacks began", they complained.

There can be no shadow of doubt that General Koenig’s men, besides being

first-class fighting material, are animated by a special venom - a vicious desire

to shew the Germans what they think of "collaboration" and to show the whole

world just what the spirit of Fighting France is worth.

At the time of despatch, the Frenchmen are expecting another attack,

I think it will be repelled.

General Koenig says;-

"My orders were
-
to hold Bir-Hakeim, I hold Bir-Hakeim,"
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